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Abstract: Robotics technology is continuously gaining in importance in many applications. Especially mobile robots are 
already widely used in many fields including construction sites. Accidents in the construction industry have been identified 
as one of the most hazardous incidents compared to other work environments. We therefore propose to consider robotics 
technology to improve this situation. This paper introduces the idea of applying rescue robots as an accident prevention and 
first aid provision system at construction sites. In doing so, the mobility of the robot is a key issue. The paper presents a 
special robot, the rugbot, and a novel mechatronic component, a so-called flipper, which can be used to adapt the footprint of 
the robot. This allows the robot to negotiate a difficult environment as it can be found at construction sites.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Accidents in the construction industry have been identified 
as most hazardous incidents compared to other work 
environments. Worldwide, construction workers are three 
times more likely to be killed and twice as likely to be 
injured as workers in other occupations [3]. The types of 
accidents are diverse, ranging from minor injure for 
individual workers, e.g. slips or falls, to a major accidents, 
like site collapsing or a break out of fire [21][5]. There is 
significant research to find out the causes of accidents 
during construction work. Chia-Fen Chi et al. [2] discuss for 
example prevention measures for fall accidents in the 
construction industry based on statistical analysis of 621 
cases in Taiwan. The main factors affecting the safety 
performance in the Chinese construction industry were e.g.  
analyzed by C.M. Tam et al. [19]. Not only the causes of the 
accident, but also the pre-accident and post-accident tasks 
have been investigated [20][12]. Although robotics 
technology has been implemented in the construction 
industry in the aspect of the construction work recently, 
little information is available on safety related work from 
the robotics perspective. Ger Mass et al. [13] showed 
examples of the influence of automation and robotics on the 
performance of construction. One example is the 
construction engineering with a contribution about the 
improvement of Human Machine Technologies, and about 
worker safety on the building site. Nevertheless, no work 
has been done on the utilizing of robotics technology for 
accidents in the construction industry.  
 
Robotics technology is continuously gaining in importance 
in many applications. Especially mobile robots are already 
widely used for surveillance, inspection and transportation 

tasks. After the Hyogoken-Nambu Earthquake happened in 
Kansai area in Japan in 1995, which is known as the great 
Hanshin - Awaji Earthquake, a new challenging field has 
been proposed: Rescue Robotics [18]. Satoshi Tadokoro et 
al. [17] noted the tasks for the ideal rescue robotics 
equipment, such as: searching for human bodies; excavation 
of the debris; handling human bodies etc. Fire fighting 
robots also have been of topic of research. They are studied 
in academia but they are also used in several application 
areas [15][1][9][8][7][6]. For example, Nobuo Kimura [10] 
describe the conceptual design and test results of the 
advanced robot for fire fighting and disaster prevention. 
The robot helps disaster-fighting personnel to grasp disaster 
status, to extinguish fires and to prevent the disaster 
spreading in a high temperature and smoke environment at a 
petroleum production facility. Akira Kobayashi et al. [11] 
also work in this area. They propose the specification of the 
rescue robots functions in fire hazard incidents. The robots 
should be systematically characterized as follows: operating 
at emergency only, realizing of broad area service based on 
quick mobility, and collecting and transmitting of the high 
quality information of disaster prevention by the high 
performance sensing function. Kazuyoshi Miyazawa [14] 
also presented the development of the latest 
high-technology robots from the Tokyo Fire Department 
that can cope with major urban disasters. 
 
2. KEY ASPECTS FOR USING RESCUE ROBOTS 
FOR CONSTRUCTION SITE SAFETY 
 
Although the research on rescue and fire fighting robots is 
mainly based on scenarios from catastrophes such as 
earthquakes or major fires, certain functions are as well 
applicable to the safety development on the construction 
industry. Naoji Shiroma et al. [16] noticed the potential 
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daily usage for the rescue robot in form of patrol and guide 
tasks or for general data collection. Here we propose to also 
consider the benefits of rescue robots for construction site 
safety. The robot can be utilized as an accident prevention 
and first aid provision system for dangerous working areas, 
especially construction sites. For instance, the robot can be 
designed to localize and detect the risks on the site that 
cannot be prevented, to inform construction workers with 
warning signals of approaching danger, and to prevent 
people falling into openings in floors [13]. The example of 
preventing a fire incident [5] is to integrate a LPG sensor to 
the robot for sensing any suspicion of LPG. And a 
manipulator mobile robot also can prevent the incident by 
keeping the site clean from rubbish in every evening of the 
day. The missions of the robot are to diminish the accident 
and to rescue the site in case the prevention is failed. Each 
task needs different basic features for the robot. 
 
• Accident prevention requires 
– a fast locomotion platform to patrol the ground floor of    
   the site, 
– an LPG sensor and a smoke sensor to sense a cause of a  
   fire, 
– a manipulator and a rubbish bin to collect the small  
   rubbish from the site. 
 
• Site rescue requires 
– a sturdy locomotion platform to overcome the 
   unstructured environment of the site, 
– a camera to transfer the vision data of the site to the  
   operator station, 
– a fire extinguisher to stop a fire. 
 
The main feature that must have in every rescue robot is the 
locomotion component. Wheeled locomotion has the 
advantages of smoothness and speed in relatively even 
terrain, on the other hand, this locomotion type generally 
has trouble if an obstacle is higher than the radius of the 
wheels or if the ground has steps, holes or ditches. For 
tracked locomotion, this is often considered as the most 
versatile locomotion system and can handle relatively large 
obstacles and loose soil, and has an ability to handle large 
hinders and small holes and ditches, as well as good payload 
capacity.  
 

 
 

Figure 1: Rugbot with the novel flipper at RoboCup 2005 in 
Osaka, Japan 

This type of locomotion is the most suitable to surmount 
obstacles, negotiate stairways, and is able to adapt to terrain 
variations [4][22]. Wheeled locomotion may suit the 
accident prevention task, while the site rescue is better to 
use the tracked locomotion. Nevertheless, the environment 
of the construction site is considered as an unstructured 
area, which might be more safety to use the tracked 
locomotion for both missions.  
 

 
 

Figure 2: The novel flipper 
 

An example of a tracked robot is Rugbot, the latest 
development of the International University Bremen (IUB), 
which is shown in figure 1. The early prototypes have 
already been used in the RoboCup 2005 competition in 
Osaka [23]. The robot is a complete in-house development 
designed especially for rescue applications [24]. The 
implementation is based on the CubeSystem, a collection of 
hardware and software components for fast robot 
prototyping [25][26]. A special feature of rugbot is an 
active flipper mechanism (figure 2) that allows to negotiate 
rubble piles and stairs (figures 3 and 4). Rugbots have 
significant computation power in form of an onboard PC 
and they can be equipped with a large variety of sensors. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: going up palette 
 

 
 

Figure 4: going up stairs 
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3. THE NOVEL FLIPPER MECHANISM 
 
The tracked locomotion that has only one pair of belts will 
suffer from impacts, e.g. when climbing over large boulders 
or when it starts going down steep slopes. The common 
solution to this problem is to use additional tracks that can 
change their posture relative to the main robot body, a so- 
called flipper. The typical mechanism of changing a flipper 
posture is to directly drive the flipper joint with a spur or 
worm gear, a belt, or a chain drive (figure 5(a)). The great 
risk of this design is a broken-flipper’s joint problem due to 
the unpredicted high force from shocks or impacts on the 
flipper. The problem occurs during the flipper is moved 
under load or the robot drives over bumps, stairs, etc. The 
novel flipper design presented here provides the solution for 
the problem. The flipper consists of a ballscrew, a passive 
link and a motor (figure 5(b)). The flipper requires the 
driving force from the motor much smaller than the classical 
mechanism. The novel mechanism uses the passive link and 
the ballscrew as the shock absorber, this means that the 
flipper can be easily handle without any damage from the 
shocks or impacts. Figure 2 shows an implementation of the 
flipper itself. As an example shown in figure 1, an IUB 
Rugbot has a main track system as the main locomotion 
part, while the flipper was used in case Rugbot had to 
overcome a stair. 
 

    
   (a)               (b) 
 

     
   (c)       (d) 
 
Figure 5: A sketch of a classical locomotion system with a  
flipper (a) and its basic free body diagram (c) compared to a 
sketch (b) and the basic free body diagram (d) of the novel 
system 
 
Here, the main track system is a so-called big track, and the 
flipper is a so-called small track. When the robot moves 
around on the floor, the small track is up to minimize the 
footprint. The small track is pushed down to the same level 
of the big track when the robot has to move over a big 
obstacle or up/down a stair or steps. It is moved up from or 
down to the floor by the ballscrew. To optimize the 

mechanism, the following parameters have to be 
determined (figures 6 and 7):  
 
• distance between the point of push or pull force on the  
   track relative to join (A) - x 
• initial length of the ballscrew relative to join (A) - y 
• thrust force - Fcos(θ) 
• stroke of the ballscrew to pull up the track from the floor -    
   y2. 
• length of the mechanism (the length of the ballscrew),   
  namely y plus y2 -  L. 
 

 
Figure 6: The core parameters in the free body diagram of 
the ballscrew and the small track 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 7: More detailed free body diagrams and parameters 
of (a) the main track system with the ballscrew and (b) the 
small track 

 
The crucial parameters of the mechanism are the thrust 
force, Fcos(θ), and the stroke of movement of the ballscrew, 
y2. Both parameters are analyzed following the free body 
diagrams in figures 6 and 7. First of all, it is assumed that 
the ballscrew is fixed to the robot such that it forms with the 
robot body and its main locomotion track as a single object 
as shown in figure 7(a). The small track of the flipper is a 
second object as shown in figure 7(b). The lengths of the big 
track and the small track are also important. When the 
flipper is pushed down, the total length must be long enough 
for the robot to move over the stair or the steps. The lengths 
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in the free body diagrams are the prototype of the 
mechanism. From figure 7, the following equations can be 
derived: 

1cos( ) NMg Fy F Fα+ − =      (1) 
sin( )F Fxα =        (2) 

2sin( ) Nmg Fy F Fθ− + =     (3) 
cos( )F Fxθ =        (4) 

tan( )y x θ=    5) 
90θ α+ =           (6) 

 
Rearrange (1) and (3) with (6) 
 

1 2 (sin( ) cos( ))N NF F Mg mg F θ α+ = + + −    (7) 
1 2N NF F Mg mg+ = +            (8) 

 
The sum of moment about A: 
 

1270 sin( ) 450NMg F y Fα× + = ×          (9)   

1
270 sin( )

450
N

Mg F y
F

α× +
=      (10) 

2150 sin( ) 300Nmg F x Fθ× + = ×          (11) 

 2
150 sin( )

300
N

mg F x
F

θ× +
=        (12) 

 
Rearrange (8) with (10) and (12), the thrust force is 
 

225
sin( ) tan( ) sin( )

450 300

F
x xα θ θ

=
+

   (13) 

The thrust force is determined base on the weights of the 
robot and the flipper (Mg and mg), the distance x, and the 
angles between the link and the ballscrew (α) and between 
the link and the small track (θ). Equation 13 shows the final 
result after replace the weights of the robot and the flipper. 
With a numerical analysis, different variations of these 
parameters can be computed. For Rugbot, the first 
parameter that should be specified is the length of the 
mechanism (L), namely y plus y2. 
 
Then, the values of x, y and W are used to calculate the 
stroke y2 by the free body diagrams of figures 6 and 8. 
 
From figure 6, 

cos( )

x
W

θ
=       (14) 

 
 

Figure 8: The free body diagram of the ballscrew and the 
small track when the flipper is moved up 
 
Given a minimum angle of 10 degrees for α when the 
flipper is pulled up as shown in figure 8, the relations 
between x, y, W and y2 are 

sin(10)
arcsin( )

x

W
α

×
=     (15) 

2
sin(170 )

sin(10)

W
yy α× −

= −      (16) 

 
With the height limit of the robot, all parameters can be 
analyzed. Table 1 shows the result of variation values for 
the prototype system. The novel mechanism provides the 
durable flipper that can even be used as a handle to pull or 
lift the whole weight of the robot without the slightest 
disturbance to the joint between the robot and its flipper. In 
addition, they support the climbing of obstacles and stairs 
exactly as they are supposed to do as shown in figures 3 and 
4. 
 
L:mm θ: deg F:N x: mm y: mm y2:mm 

400 50 334.7 158 188.3 211.7 
450 52 297.1 173 221.5 228.5 
500 52 267.7 192 253.6 253.6 
550 51 243.6 214 284.7 284.7 

 
Table 1: Parameter of the small track based on the 
component length, L 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
Construction sites are very dangerous working 
environments. Here we extended the idea of rescue robots 
to consider their use for construction site safety. One core 
aspect for this application is the locomotion system of the 
robots. It has to provide sufficient payload, it must be 
energy-efficient, and it nevertheless must be able to climb 
obstacles and stairs while having a small footprint to go 
through doorways and narrow passages.  Adjustable 
support tracks are a common concept for changing the 
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footprint of a rescue robot. Here, a novel mechanism of 
flipper design was presented that overcomes the flaws of the 
standard approach to directly drive the joint between the 
robot body with the main locomotion tracks and the flipper. 
Instead, a ballscrew and a passive link are used that lead to a 
sturdy design. The mechanism is implemented on the 
so-called Rugbot type of robots from IUB. They are very 
mobile, equipped with many sensors, and low cost; they are 
hence a potential platform for large scale use in the 
construction industry.  
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